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Tuberculosis (TB), caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.t.b.), is one of the most prevalent and serious infectious diseases worldwide with an estimated annual global mortality of 1.4 million in 2010. Diagnosis of TB in the developing world is very challenging due to the limited suitability of currently available techniques under tropical field conditions. M. tb. is a slowly growing Mycobacterium that takes around six to eight weeks to be detected via sensitive culture methods. There is also hardly any clinical symptom at an early stage of infection, thereby causing a delay in diagnosis and treatment, and the complexity of the disease is further increased by the emergence of multiple drug resistant (MDR) strains. A lot of work has been done over the last few decades to develop effective point of care diagnostic techniques that are cheap, robust and can be performed at high throughput in rural areas. However, despite considerable technical improvements reported from the lab, such economical fool-proof diagnostic assays are still lacking on the market. The objective of this review is to evaluate currently available biosensing techniques that are either already in use or under development for detection of TB. The focus of the review is on the emerging field of diagnostic biosensors that combine ligand capture and detection in a one-step assay. A comparison will also be made with conventional multistep techniques.

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Tuberculosis (TB) is an age-old infectious disease of the human race, which has re-emerged globally as an important health-related issue, especially due to the emergence of multi-drug resistant strains of M. tuberculosis (M. tb.). The diagnosis of TB is challenging due to the slow growth rate of M. tb., making it difficult to detect the bacillus via conventional culture methods. Additionally, the early detection of TB is crucial as the disease can progress rapidly without timely intervention. The traditional diagnostic methods, such as tuberculin skin tests and sputum smear microscopy, suffer from low sensitivity and specificity, respectively. Therefore, there is a need for more reliable and rapid diagnostic tools that can be performed at the point of care.
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resistant (MDR) strains. The specific characteristics of the Gram-negative bacillus, *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M*. *tuberculosis*) causing TB make it currently one of the most prevalent diseases. TB bacteria can remain inactive or in a dormant state for years without causing symptoms or spreading to other subjects, but as soon as the immune system of the host becomes weakened, the bacteria become active and infects mainly the lungs along with other parts of body. TB cases are further aggravated by other illnesses that affect the immune system, such as HIV, which is very prevalent in resource-poor countries. Unfortunately, in spite of sustained efforts at national and global levels, only limited success has been achieved in detection and management of TB worldwide. The main obstacles facing successful field detection and treatment of TB are:

1. The omnipresence of the pathogen and disease across different continents, which complicates management and eradication programs. Most of the reported cases (~98%) are concentrated in developing countries, due to which TB is also known as a disease of poverty, with two-thirds of cases estimated to occur among people aged 15–59, adults in their most productive years. However, also developed Western countries continue to report TB cases.

2. The high costs of the first line anti-TB drugs to treat TB (like isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide, ethambutol) bar their uses especially when multiple first line drugs need to be applied to suppress resistance. This follow-up is often lacking in several affected countries like India.

3. Emergence of resistance in *M*. *tuberculosis* against major first line chemotherapeutic agents has hindered the treatment of TB cases.

4. To date, most diagnostic procedures rely largely on immuno-assays that are not sufficiently specific. *M*. *tuberculosis* shares antigens to many other *Mycobacterium* species resulting in false positive cases in ~35% of patients with active TB. Other techniques that have been employed like flow-cytometry, radiometric detection, latex agglutination etc. have their own set of disadvantages which will be discussed in detail in the coming sections.

The objective of this study is to present a succinct review of the available biosensing techniques that are either already in use or under development in detection of TB. The focus of the review will be on emerging biosensor-approaches that are compared to conventional techniques. Special attention will be given to their potential for deployment under field conditions in resource-poor countries.

### 1.2 Epidemiology

The WHO Global TB Control Report 2012 reported that the WHO’s Millennium Development Goal to halt the growth of the TB epidemic by 2015 is showing some success with a decrease of 2.2% observed between 2010 and 2011 for new TB cases, along with a 41% mortality rate decrease relative to 1990. Between 1995 and 2011, 51 million people were successfully treated for TB, saving 20 million lives. Despite this progress, the global burden of TB remains enormous with 8.7 million new cases of TB were registered in 2011, out of which 13% patients were co-infected with HIV. The mortality in 2011 due to TB was 1.4 million, including almost one million deaths among HIV-negative individuals and 0.4 million among people who were HIV-positive. The distribution of TB cases also shows a gender-dependence with men reporting more cases compared to females in all age groups and from every geographical region of the world. India and China together account for 40% whereas the African region contributes 24% of the world’s TB cases. The statistics of the MDR cases in TB are alarming according to the WHO 2012 report. It reported resistance to more than one first line anti-TB drugs among 3.7% of new cases and 20% previously treated cases. In recognition of the problem, 26 nations have already listed MDR-TB as a top priority health programme and founded a global fund to support Directly Observed Therapy (DOT) to ensure the effectiveness of given medications.

### 1.3 Current TB diagnostics

#### 1.3.1 Immunological and microbiological tests

For the diagnosis of TB, five conventional tests are available:

1. Smear microscopy: smear based smear tests are rapid, inexpensive, simple and relatively easy to perform methods for the detection of acid-fast bacterium such as *M*. *tuberculosis*. Conventionally the Ziehl-Neelsen staining is utilized requiring a minimum of $1 \times 10^4$ bacteria per ml of sputum. Fluorescence microscopy utilizing auramine-rhodanine staining was found to be more sensitive though expensive, as it requires a fluorescence microscope. The fluorescence-based method is more sensitive as slides can be examined at lower magnification. Results from this method can be obtained within h.

2. Immunological assays like latex agglutination, ELISA, and Mantoux tests: in these tests, typically the binding of antibodies in serum to *M*. *tuberculosis* antigens is tested. For example, in latex agglutination tests, the polystyrene (latex) beads are functionalized with antigens extracted from a pathogenic *Mycobacterium*, which are then reacted with serum samples. In case of
a reaction, the latex beads coagulate showing a positive test. The sensitivity of these tests is not high enough.\textsuperscript{29} Hence, when the bacterial load is low, these tests will fail. Also, the serum could contain antibodies (due to vaccinations like Bacille-Calmette–Guérin/BCG) that might interfere with the tests adding further to the shortfalls of these assays.

(3) Radiometric detection test: in this type of test, the metabolic activity of \textit{M. tb.} is detected radiologically.\textsuperscript{30} For example, \textit{M. tb.} (and also some other \textit{Mycobacteria}) are known to produce CO\textsubscript{2} from carbon sources like glycerol or acetate. The important selective criterion is that \textit{M. tb.} cannot form CO\textsubscript{2} from glucose. This helps to differentiate \textit{M. tb.} from other \textit{Mycobacterium} \textit{sp.} and bacteria. Utilizing this selective property, the capability of \textit{M. tb.} in producing \(^{14}\text{CO}_2\) from 14C-U-glycerol or 14C-U-acetate, but not from 14C-U-glucose is measured. Due to the technical complexity this technique is not suitable for developing countries.

(4) Flow cytometry test: in the last few years, use of flow cytometry has increased rapidly in the detection of TB cases.\textsuperscript{31–33} This technique is based on the ability of viable \textit{M. tb.} bacterium to absorb fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and to hydrolyse it into fluorescein, which upon accumulation in metabolically active bacterium could successfully be detected by flow cytometry. The reproducibility is high and it does not require active cell division of mycobacteria.\textsuperscript{34,35} The technique, however, needs logistic support from a specialized laboratory that makes it difficult to implement in developing countries.\textsuperscript{36}

(5) Cultivation detection tests (like MB/Bact, Bactec MGIT 960 systems): in these techniques, biological samples are selectively cultured on solid media to detect and quantify the presence of \textit{M. tb.}.\textsuperscript{37–40} Although quite accurate, this technique is time consuming, as it requires a growth period of 9–42 days. It also requires a laboratory back up that complicates applications under field conditions in developing countries.\textsuperscript{40}

1.3.2 Genotypic tests. DNA-based techniques are becoming increasingly important, especially for the detection of resistant strains of \textit{M. tb.}. They need a laboratory setting, however, so that for field use they do not yet represent a suitable method. The most popular techniques are the following:

(1) Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based techniques: PCR is one of the most sensitive methods to detect the presence of \textit{M. tb.} strains, also sequencing of PCR amplified DNA fragments is the most direct technique of detecting codons responsible for resistance in \textit{M. tb.}\textsuperscript{41–43} PCR amplified DNA fragments are generally analysed by the following two methods:

(a) Electrophoresis: this method mainly relies on the difference in electrophoretic mobility of mutated DNA fragments of \textit{M. tb.} especially of resistant strains. By electrophoretic techniques, PCR amplified DNA can be compared with the electrophoretic mobility of a wild type/reference \textit{M. tb.} DNA, and thus caution for any resistance.\textsuperscript{44} A hetero-duplex analysis method has also been developed in recent years where strands with a single-base mismatch can easily be identified and separated utilizing conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis from the strands containing no mismatches.\textsuperscript{45,46}

(b) Hybridization-based techniques: this type of technique relies on the hybridization of clinical DNA with complementary DNA and the binding is then compared with the results of wild/reference \textit{M. tb.} DNA.\textsuperscript{47,48} In case the complementary strand is sufficiently homologous, the binding of clinical DNA can be detected using ELISA readers. The hybridization can be done user-friendly on strips, microtiter plate as well as microarrays.

(c) Real-time PCR: with the help of fluorescently labelled DNA strands, it is possible to visualize the increase of the product in “real time”.\textsuperscript{49–51} Different types of fluorescent labels have been applied in a diverse range of real-time PCR techniques, like TaqMan probes,\textsuperscript{52–54} Beacons\textsuperscript{55–57} and FRET probes.\textsuperscript{56,57}

The main disadvantages of PCR-based tests are the relatively high costs of equipment and reagents. It also requires highly skilled personnel along with dedicated pre- and post-PCR rooms to avoid contamination. Even if it was less expensive, the technological and sample preparation complexities make it largely inappropriate for use in resource-poor settings.

2. Biosensors in TB detection

Considering the fact that 98% of all TB cases occur in developing countries without access to specialized laboratories, there is a strong need to develop alternative, simpler and lower cost techniques for TB diagnosis. Biosensors are analytical devices that transduce biochemical reactions/interactions of isolated enzymes, receptor proteins, antibodies, nucleic acids, organelles, whole cells or tissues with specific chemical compounds into an optical, thermal or electrical signal, which can be more easily measured and quantified. The main advantages of biosensors over conventional diagnostic techniques can be stated as follows:

1. Technical advantage: in biosensors often a high level of device and capture/detection integration is achieved allowing single step detection.

2. Ease of use: many of the designed biosensors are tailored with user-friendly interfaces connecting them to advanced instrumentation.

3. Quick response: response time is typically a few minutes for most biosensors enabling rapid and better control over the measurement.

A general framework of different classes of biosensors that could be used for the detection of TB is given in Fig. 1 to guide the reader through the upcoming sections of the review and will be discussed in more detail within relevant sections.

2.1 Electrochemical and electrical biosensors

Electrochemical and electrical biosensors are among the most popular biosensors that are used today in detection of not only TB but also a large number of other diseases.\textsuperscript{50–52,129,130} The mechanism of detection relies on specific changes in electrical signals (conductance, impedance, potential, and capacitance) at a surface-functionalized electrode by either chemical reactions or physical interactions. For example, monoclonal antibodies raised against \textit{M. tb.} cell wall components can be immobilized onto an electrode surface exposed to a suspension of \textit{M. tb.} and detect the interaction between the \textit{M. tb.} bacteria and the antibodies by a change of conductance.\textsuperscript{61} Similarly, an
electrode-based DNA biosensor can also be made where certain probes that specifically bind to specific regions of *M. tb.* DNA are immobilized on the electrode. As electrodes, carbon has often been used. These sensors are sensitive, flexible and allow a high degree of multiplexing, but they also present some disadvantages. Firstly, a constant pH and ion concentration of the reaction compartment is very critical, as they directly affect the baseline conductance of the electrodes. Secondly, the obtained electrical signal strictly depends on many molecular factors, like the positive or negative net charge or neutrality of the analyte etc.

2.1.1 Electronic nose-based biosensors. Electronic “nose” type biosensors are designed to recognize volatile substances produced by *M. tb.* in liquid medium (Fig. 2). It basically consists of three main building blocks *i.e.* (i) a volatile gas chamber that passes the volatile molecule products over a sensor array, (ii) a pattern of more or less specific responses by the sensor array and (iii) a data analysis system to interpret the output pattern of the detection system. In an electrochemical transducer based system metal oxide semiconductors (MOSFETs like ZnO, MnO, TiO2, SnO2) or conducting polymers (like polypyrroles, polyanilines) coupled to the transducer are used. To obtain reliable signals, the humidity and temperature must be regulated well. The principle is based on the observation that *M. tb.* produces specific volatile organic compounds that are significantly different from the same produced by other Gram negative bacteria, like *Mycobacterium avium, Mycobacterium scrofulaceum* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa.* Electronic nose appliances have been used successfully to detect the presence of *M. tb.* and efforts are also been made to develop it into commercial product. “Aeonose” is a commercial device based on the electronic nose concept that is currently under
development at a Dutch company The eNose company with successful clinical trials at locations such as Venezuela, Paraguay and Bangladesh. Although, these biosensors are of relatively low cost, non-invasive, long lasting with simple sampling methods and short response times, their relatively low sensitivity poses a major disadvantage for implementing them as a permanent diagnosis solution to TB diagnostics.

2.1.2 Nanowire-based biosensors. Biosensors built with nano-sized transducing elements are most prominently represented by silicon nanowires that operate as field effect transistors (FETs). A detailed discussion on the design of such FET sensors falls beyond the scope of this review. However, most commonly, a silicon nanowire with a low p-type doping is connected with a higher doped source and drain region, whereas the more heavily doped silicon support wafer is designed to serve as a back gate via an intermediate 100 to 500 nm thick silicon oxide layer. The backgate voltage controls the nanowire channel resistance and in case of a positive voltage (e.g. +2 V) a depletion layer is created in the silicon nanowire where the majority charge carriers (positively charged holes) are repelled, herewith creating a lower conductance (Fig. 3). For measurement, when a drain–source voltage is applied, a drain current (I_D) is generated between the source and drain regions that can then be measured and plotted against time. Any change in the amount of a (charged) target molecule binding to the surface gets reflected in a charge displacement in the wire (attraction or repulsion of holes) and results in a variation in the I_D that can be interpreted against a calibration curve. Usually, silicon nanowires \(^{72,73}\) or carbon nanotubes \(^{66,74-76}\) are used to obtain the properties of nanowires. The testing system is often made on a microchip-like set up where the nanotubes are fixed along with surface functionalization with antibodies or antigens depending on the samples to be used. For example, boron-doped silicon nanowires were used to detect different bacterial antigens by the change of conductance after binding \(^{77,78}\). Similarly, carbon nanotubes (both single and multi-walled) have been used to detect various antigens \(^{79}\) including M. tb. antigens or ssDNA specific for M. tb. \(^{66}\).

The major advantage offered by this category of biosensors is its higher than normal sensitivity, because of two main factors \(i.e. \) (1) the size of the biological species/analyte to be detected is comparable to the size of the nanowire, hence the charge of the incoming species can sensitively control the conductivity of the charge carriers in the semiconductor material within the Debye length, \(^{80}\) (2) the wire represents a serial circuit where interaction at each receptor molecule can control the current flowing through the entire nanowire. \(^{81}\) The chemical nature of silicon and carbon wires and tubes allow a wide scope of surface functionalizations, which is an advantage compared to metal electrodes. However, the delicate surface functionalization and nature of silicon nanowires, makes it technologically much more challenging to actually design and implement these types of sensors \(^{82}\) thus limiting the technique merely to the proof of concept stage.

2.2 Optical biosensors

2.2.1 Fibre-optic biosensors. Light propagating through an optical fibre consists of two components \(i.e.\) the light propagating through the core of the fibre and the exponentially decaying evanescent field outside the core of the fibre (Fig. 4). In case of total internal reflection (TIR), the intensity of the

---

**Fig. 2** An electronic nose based biosensor consisting of three main parts \(i.e.\) a sample delivery chamber, a detection array/pattern recognition system and a computing system for data analysis and result interpretation. This is a sensor assay where a specific pattern is produced upon interaction with volatile/gaseous by-products from specific bacterial species.\(^{71}\)

**Fig. 3** A silicon nanowire based biosensor: a change in conductance of an antibody-functionalized nanowire is measured upon binding of the antigen.\(^{81}\)
reflected light does not decay rapidly as only a very small amount of light passes through the thickness of the tube and hence not able to interact with the fibre’s surroundings. The decay of the transmitted light (evanescent wave) is exponentially related to the distance travelled (d) outside the core and is typically 100 to 200 nm. This rate of decay of the evanescent wave can be reduced by decreasing the thickness of the cladding layer (walls) of the tube, making the method suitable for sensing applications. In this situation, the evanescent wave interacts with the fibres’ surrounding, causing an energy flow that could activate fluorophores bound to the outer surface of the fibre tube. The emitted light from the fluorophores can then also be detected using a spectrophotometer. These sensors can be tailor-made to detect specific pathogens. For example, *M. tb.* produces niacin, which after reaction with cyanogen bromide and aniline produces a compound of yellow colour. In another example, TB-specific biomarkers such as LAM, early secretory antigen target 6 (ESAT 6) and antigen 85 complex (Ag85) were utilized for the detection of TB in sandwich assay on waveguide-based platform. Hence, a *M. tb.*-rich sputum sample will contain high levels of niacin which after reaction with cyanogen bromide and aniline will produce a colour which can be detected by fibre-optics. Similar types of sensitive fibre-optics-based biosensors for TB detection have also been reported elsewhere. Multiplexing is required to render such detection platforms more reliable.

Another interesting class of biosensors with good potential for TB detection is the so-called optical ring resonance (ORR) detectors. The principles of optical ring resonance are complex and fall beyond the scope of this review. In summary, these ORR systems are based on total internal reflection and constructive interference. Recently, such ORR detectors could be designed on lab-on-a-chip platforms with multiple parallel channels with one channel coated with specific antibody (test channel) and others coated with non-specific antibodies (reference channel). With binding of the antigens with their specific antibodies, there are changes observed in total internal reflection and simultaneous interference patterns which are recorded by a CCD camera and compared to the data obtained from reference channels. Pending the availability of highly specific antibodies to *M. tb.* antigens, these ORR detectors may be of potential in early detection of TB although the surface functionalization has the same challenges as in case of nanowire functionalization, because the core material of the fibre is mostly silicon based.

### 2.2.2 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based biosensors

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is an optical principle frequently used in biosensors. Surface plasmons (evanescent waves) are produced when a polarized light is incident at the back of a thin film of noble metals like gold and silver. The angle of reflection changes depending on mass bound to the surface on the other side. The other side of these noble metals are therefore coated with bio-recognition elements or receptor molecules that interact with an analyte molecule present in a liquid sample. A light wave can excite surface plasmons at metal–dielectric interface only when the component of the light wave vector parallel to the interface matches with that of the surface plasmon. For this, the light wave vector needs to be enhanced so that it matches the surface plasmons, as the real part of the propagation constant is always larger than that provided by the light wave vector in the dielectric. Usually attenuated total reflection methods with a prism are employed for excitation of the surface plasmons. A light wave passing through an optical prism is allowed to fall on the metal film of about 50 nm thick at an angle of incidence that is larger than the critical angle for the prism–dielectric system. Now this light

![Fig. 4](image_url) A fibre optics based biosensor where specific binding at the exterior of fibre optic waveguide via specific antibodies is measured by determining the change in the angle of reflection of the incident light. The system works using the principle of evanescent wave.
is totally reflected producing evanescent waves propagating along the metal film. A portion of the light energy is transferred into energy of these surface plasmons and is dissipated in the metal field resulting in a drop of intensity of reflected light. The coupling conditions can be fulfilled for multiple combinations of angle of reflection and the wavelength. Therefore, a characteristic dip associated with the excitation of surface plasmons can be observed both in angular and spectral domains. The instrumentation of SPR consists of a convergent monochromatic beam source directed onto the prism coupler, over which the sample containing the metal layer modified with receptor molecule is passed (Fig. 5).

For a certain angle of incidence, the coupling between the light wave and the surface plasmon occurs, thereby generating a change in refractive index at the sensor surface giving rise to a change in angular position of the SPR dip, which is measured by position-sensitive photo-detector. SPR analysis is sensitive to environmental conditions like temperature and buffer concentration. Thus, a parallel background measurement is employed to correct for the change in refractive index caused by these background effects. Gold surfaces immobilized with antibodies that bind M. tb. antigens or complex was successfully used to detect TB. The sensitivity of the system to detect M. tb. antigen (CFP-10 antigen) in tissue fluid was 100 ng ml\(^{-1}\), and for M. tb. complex was 30 ng ml\(^{-1}\). The sensitivity of the SPR system could be further enhanced as demonstrated by Chen et al., where they detected the TB antigen CFP-10 in sandwich assay by coupling the secondary sandwich antibodies with nanoparticle thus obtaining sensitivity down to 0.1 ng ml\(^{-1}\). SPR based biosensors are already used for detection of various pathogens, including bacteria like Salmonella sp., however, the costs are high and trained personnel are required to operate them.

2.2.3 Breathalyzer biosensors. Breathalyzer sensors have specifically been developed to diagnose pulmonary TB in patients. Typically, in these types of sensors the patients are asked to cough in a masked bag-like structure containing a collection tube (usually 10 cm in length and 3.5 cm in width) after administration of a nebulized dose of saline. The samples thus collected are distributed across the surface of a coated prism at the bottom of the glass tube. This prism surface is coated with M. tb. specific antibody and fluorescent peptide epitopes. The peptide analogue comprises artificially modified peptide sub-sequences of the T-cell epitope from M. tb. Ag85B. The antibody has a higher affinity for TB bacterium compared to the fluorescent peptide analogues, which enables a competition assay on such platforms. In the presence of TB bacterium, the fluorescent-coated analogues are displaced by TB bacterium and the diode laser of the measuring device interrogates this biochemical process. The sensitivity of the system for detection of M. tb. cells was 50–75 CFU ml\(^{-1}\). The biosensors are portable, rapid and sensitive encouraging their use in outdoor clinics in the developing World. The collection tube is cheap and easy to dispose after one use per patient. A commercial device based on the breathalyser principle is currently under development at the UK based company Rapid Biosensor Systems Ltd. (RBS-TB Breathalyser). Although the

![Fig. 5 A surface plasmon resonance based biosensor. In this type of biosensor, a thin gold plate is functionalized with antibodies that upon binding to the antigen cause a change in the angle of reflection of the polarised light incident at the other side of the gold film.](https://example.com/f5.png)
device has been validated in clinical trials in India and Ethiopia, 
there were a few cases of false positives. After further opti-
mization, characterization and validation, the sensing method has 
the potential to be become into a sensitive diagnostic 
alternative for the current methods to detect tuberculosis.

2.3 Mechanical biosensors

2.3.1 Piezoelectric quartz crystal biosensor. Piezoelectric 
quartz crystal biosensors are based on the Sauerbray equation 
\( \Delta f = -2.3 \times 10^3 \frac{\Delta M}{A}, \) where \( \Delta f \) is change in frequency, \( f \) is 
resonant frequency, \( \Delta M \) is change in deposited mass and \( A \) is 
area of electrode), which shows that change in frequency of the 
crystal is directly related to the change in deposited mass over 
the electrodes. Due to this unique resonant frequency property 
of quartz crystals, any changes in resonating mass by the 
binding of specific biomolecules or microbes and bacteria like 
M. tb. can be sensitively detected (Fig. 6). Piezoelectric 
biosensors of three types have been described: quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM), multi-channel series piezoelectric quartz 
crystal sensor (MSPQC) and acoustic wave biosensor.

2.3.1.1. Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). In QCM systems 
applied to TB, the crystal electrode was first coated with protein 
A followed by binding of an anti-TB-cells antibody (rabbit IgG 
against M. tb.) and then incubated with weakened TB cells. 
Binding of M. tb. cells on the crystal electrodes was monitored 
in real time and the frequency shift was calculated. The sen-
tivity using this system was \( 10^5 \text{ CFU ml}^{-1} \). The main advantage 
of QCM lies in the fact that it is fast, reusable (after 
washing), label-free, requires minimal sample preparation and 
and is easily operated. The major disadvantage lies in the fact 
that the density, temperature, viscosity and electrical conductivity 
of the sample may affect the results and require calibration 
correction and that it is relatively insensitive.

2.3.1.2. Multi-channel series piezoelectric quartz crystal sensor 
(MSPQC). In the MSPQC system, there are eight sample 
detectors along with a microprocessor and a data output system. 
The system relies on detection of volatiles produced by the growth of 
M. tb. such as NH3 and CO2. These volatiles cause an impedance 
change when they are absorbed by a KOH absorbing solution, 
which in turn will change the oscillating frequency. The limit of 
detection with this system is \( 10^7 \text{ CFU ml}^{-1} \) at the time of 
detection. Apart from being time consuming involving a laborious 
M. tb. culture process (eight days in case of a low M. tb. 
burden), another major drawback of this system is the 
Sample pre-treatment required to remove contamination with 
other bacteria.

2.3.1.3. Acoustic wave biosensor. Acoustic wave biosensors 
rely upon acoustic waves propagating near the surface of a 
piezoelectric crystal. The sensor electrically produces a 
mechanical wave that is sensitive to any change or binding at 
the piezoelectric crystal and then transduces the mechanical 
output waves back into an electrical signal, which is compared 
with the input electrical signal for changes in amplitude, phase, 
and frequency. In one application from the acoustic signal also the 
conductivity change (impedance) of the medium over the crystal was measured. Here the conductivity change 
due to growth of M. tb. cells and by-product production was 
studied. The limit of detection with this bulk acoustic wave 
impedance biosensor was \( 2 \times 10^3 \text{ CFU ml}^{-1} \). The disadvantage 
of the system is the time consuming and laborious M. tb. culture 
process that reduced the applicability for field uses.

2.3.2 Magnetoelastic biosensors. Magnetoelastic biosen-
sors possess a magneto-elastic strip, often made up of ferro-
magnetic alloys comprising iron, boron, nickel and molybdenum. 
Capture molecules (like antibodies) that can bind target mole-
cules, microbes or viruses are immobilized on the strip 
(Fig. 7). Exposure of the magnetoelastic strip to a varying 
external magnetic field causes the magnetoelastic strip to reso-
nate at a specific (fundamental) frequency. The fundamental 
resonant frequency for longitudinal vibration of a thin ribbon like 
strip vibrating in its basal plane is given by the equation.

\[
\frac{f}{2} = \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho(1-\sigma^2)2L}}
\]

where \( E \) denotes modulus of elasticity, \( \sigma \) is the Poisson’s ratio, \( \rho \) 
is the mass density of the sensor material, and \( L \) is the lon-
ditudinal dimension of the sensor. The change in resonant 
frequency also depends on mass change when the initial mass, 
temperature and humidity are constant and is given by the 
equation.

\[
\frac{\Delta f}{f} = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\Delta m}{M} \right)
\]

where \( f \) is the initial resonance frequency, \( M \) is the initial mass, 
\( \Delta m \) is the mass change, and \( \Delta f \) is the shift in the resonant 
frequency of the sensor. It is due to this dependence on mass 
change, that upon binding of antigens or M. tb. bacteria to the 
antibody, there is a shift in fundamental resonant frequency, 
which is often monitored wirelessly on a frequency counter.

The advantages of these types of sensors over SPR-based 
sensors are their ease of use as the sensors are (i) freely 
hanging inside a sample solution, (ii) do not require compati-
bated integration with microfluidics pumps and (iii) do not 
produce a complex signal. The fundamental resonating 
frequency of the strip immersed in liquid (culture media) can 
also be altered due to the presence of nutrients. M. tb. in the
liquid media, upon proliferation decomposes macromolecule into by products (such as ammonia, carbon dioxide, organic acid) thereby causing a change in the physical properties of the culture that can then be detected with the help of such biosensors. A suitable calibration curve must be made to detect a specific M. tb. signature. The sensor resonant frequency shift upon immersion in liquid is given by the equation

\[ f = \frac{\sqrt{f_0^2 (\eta \rho)}}{2\pi \rho d} \]

where \( f_0 \) is the resonant frequency of the sensor in air, \( \rho_s \) and \( d \) are the density and thickness of the sensor, \( \eta \) and \( \rho_l \) are the density and viscosity of the liquid, respectively. Under liquid medium, the shear wave created due to the sensor vibration reduces the oscillation of the sensor. The detection limit of this biosensor can be as low as \( 10^4 \) M. tb. cells per ml.

### 2.4 Magnetic biosensors

#### 2.4.1 Diagnostic magnetic resonance (DMR)

DMR system is an automated, high-throughput miniaturized lab-on-a-chip scale adaptation of conventional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Its principle is based on detection of changes in the spin relaxation time of surrounding water molecules i.e. when antibodies coated on mono-dispersed nanoparticle binds to target (M.tb. cells) forming a cluster or aggregate and thus becomes more efficient in dephasing the nuclear spin of surrounding water molecules, thereby causing a decrease in spin–spin relaxation time. It consists of four miniaturized modules i.e. a microcoil array for applying the magnetic field, a small permanent magnet, feedback based read out electronics for temperature compensation and a microfluidic network for automated sample injection. Capture antibody functionalized magnetic nanoparticles are used which can specifically detect the Mycobacterium cells. By virtue of its operating principle, highly sensitive (20 CFU ml\(^{-1}\)) magnetic measurements can be done on easier to handle turbid and unprocessed sputum samples without pre-treatment or false positives as biological samples show virtually no magnetic background. The decreased assay time, small sample volumes, versatility and multiplicity make it suitable for point of care diagnostics. The low cost of the setup and disposable chip could be an advantage for use in remote clinics and hospitals in the developing world. In 2013, the DMR was further miniaturized for very small volume sample detection (2 ml) and rapid, high throughput operations in point of care settings. This approach has been used to analyse varied bacterial mixtures with specific probes. Another improvement is the amplification of 16S rRNA from total RNA extracted from whole bacterial cells by asymmetric RT-PCR. Single-strand DNA amplified from 16S rRNA is then captured by magnetic beads conjugated with capture probe. After which hybridization with magnetic NPs (MNPs) coated with detection probe is done to form a magnetic sandwich complex detectable using \( \mu \)NMR system. Though the magneto-genetic assay has not been utilized yet for TB
detection, it has a strong potential to be applied for clinical and point of care settings.  

2.4.2 Magnetic barcode platform. A novel platform for the detection of nucleic acids is based on a magnetic bar coding strategy. PCR-amplified mycobacterial genes can be sequence-specifically captured on microspheres, labelled by magnetic nanoprobes and detected by nuclear magnetic resonance. This significant improvement of μNMR in terms of size and design has resulted in glass slide sized magnetic barcode platform detection. The sample volume to be analysed passes through a microfluidics channel enclosed by an electromagnetic coil. This sensing component eliminates the use of permanent magnets. The coil functions as a sensing element where a shift in relaxation time is measured using a feedback of the readout electronics. The platform also integrates lab on a chip PCR for assay optimization. For TB detection the total RNA is extracted from the TB cells and the 16S rRNA is amplified by asymmetric real time-PCR to single-strand DNA which is then immobilised on conjugated beads, followed by hybridizing with magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) and coated with a detection probe to form a magnetic sandwich complex. The complex thus formed is allowed to pass through microfluidic channels, where it is detected. In an example using 92-nm fadE15 amplicons, they showed that magnetic bar coding assays had a strong magnetic signal within 1 min of labelling at 37 °C. The costs of the device can potentially be scaled down to <$200 in contrast with existing diagnosis instruments that cost over $10 000.

3. Conclusions

TB remains one of the major unresolved global health problems, especially in the developing parts of the world, predominantly due to the complexity of a proper and economic affordable diagnosis and treatment in time along with recently arising issues like multiple drug resistance and other allied infections that decrease body immunity, like HIV. Current technologies for diagnosis are either too insensitive, too laboratory intensive or utilize expensive detection modules, which are all challenges in resource poor settings. Most of the biosensors (except Electronic nose and Breathalyzer) discussed in the present review are still at the developmental stage and lack clinical validation with real TB samples from patients. The test material in the reviewed published literature, mainly consists of genomic material, M. tb. protein, M. tb. by-products or whole M. tb. cells that are pure and tested under conditions far removed from patient samples. All sensor methods have their own merits and potential problems with respect to sample preparation, requirement of skilled personnel to handle the sample, sensitivity or cost. Moreover, since the sensitivity of each system is expressed in different units and not linked to the bacterial count, benchmarking these diagnostic platforms is not currently possible. An overview of the analyzed sample and detection limits of different biosensors is shown in Table 1.

With WHO’s aim to completely eliminate TB by 2050, development of techniques for early and accurate detection of TB is crucial. To build an effective biosensor for TB detection, criteria that need to be fulfilled are: (1) cost-effectiveness (2) high sensitivity (3) reliability (no false positives) (4) portability and (5) disposability. Unfortunately, designing a biosensor with all these advantages has not yet been completely successful, as each attempt has specific drawbacks. It is a challenge to satisfy all these needs in a single biosensing device. Nevertheless, the advances in nanosensors and other upcoming technologies reviewed here, suggest that biosensors to detect TB can be expected to play a larger role in the near future. Such platforms will also need to solve issues around sample collection and preparation. Currently most diagnosis techniques available utilize sputum samples as test sample, which due to its high viscosity and sticky nature is very difficult to work with. Hence other sources like blood or urine should also be considered as test samples. Lack of reliable and tested biomarkers in those samples is, however, an issue that needs attention.

4. Future outlook

For effective TB detection in resource-poor settings the field of biosensors has very strong potential. However, key to the development of such biosensors is a focus on both the sample preparation steps from biofluids (e.g. blood, sputum) and the
functionalisation of non-fouling surfaces with antibodies, aptamers etc. that are sensitive enough to allow early diagnosis in the future. The existing portfolio of potential sensing techniques all have their own pros and cons and it is not yet possible unfortunately to select one as most promising, because they have not yet been developed and successfully validated into a marketed products that can be benchmarked.
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